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Semi Laguerre Planes
M. L. H . W ILLEMS AND J. DEPUNT
A Dembowski semi-plane is a semi-plane obtained from a projective plane by Dembowski's
method [1]. A semi Laguerre plane is an incidence structure! = (P. B 1uB2. 1) for which: (a) every
element of P is incident with one element of B \, (b) an element of B 1 and an element of B 2 are
incident with at most one common element of P, (c) each residual space of J (with respect to
B d is a Dembowski semi-plane, (d) B 2 ;c0 and each element of B 2 is incident with at least 4
elements of P. We prove that all semi Laguerre planes are substructures of Laguerre planes or
special Laguerre planes (in the sense of Thas , Willems [3], [4]). The refore, these incidence
structures are related to optimal codes ([5], [6]).
1. INTRODUCTION
1. We define a finite semi-plane (SP) [1] as a finite set of v elements, called points,
of which b subsets, called lines, are distinguished so that the following is satisfied:
(SPI) any two distinct points x, y belong to at most one line,
(SP2) every point (resp. line) is incident with at least 3 lines (resp. points ),
(SP3) if (x, L ) is a non-incident point-line pair, then there exists at most one line (resp.
point) that is incident with x (resp. L ) and disjo int with L (resp. non-collinear with x ).
The degree of a point (resp. line) of a SP is the number of lines (resp. points) through
the point (resp. on the line). If n + 1" is the largest of the degrees of the points and lines
of a SP, then n is called the order of the SP.
Two points x, y (resp. lines L, M ) are called parallel if x = y (resp. L = M ) or there
is no line (resp. point) incident with both x and y (resp. Land M ). One can easily see
that parallelism is an equivalence relation . An ideal line is defined as a parallel class of
points with at least 2 elements. An idea l point is defined as a parallel class of lines with
at least 2 elements.
Let B denote a structure of v points and b lines. A substructure C of B is a subset of
B, whose v ' elements (v ' :;:;; v) are called points of C, together with a subset of the lineset
of B , whose b ' elements (b' :;:;; b ) are called lines of C.
The following results 1, 2, 3, concerning the classification of semi-planes were obtained
by P. Dembowski in [1] to a fairly large extent.
(R1) Semi-planes of order n fall into 3 classes called respectively hyperbolic, parabolic,
elliptic (briefly HSP, PSP, ESP) according to the set of values taken by the degrees of
elements is one of {n -1 , n, n + I}, {n, n + I}, {n + I}.
(R2) A hyperbolic sem i-plane of order n is precisely the complem ent in a projective plane
P of order n (n ;;3 4) of a substructure U ofP where U is one of the following :
(1) 2 distin ct points u, v and all lines through u different from the line through u and v
(say uv ),
(2) (I) 2 distinct lines L , K and all points on L , different from the point on Land K (say
LK),
(3) a non-incident point -line pair (u, L ), all lines through u, and n points ofL,
(4) (3) a non-incident point-line pair (u , L), all points on L, and n lines through u,
(5) a non-incident point-line pair (u , L ), n points on Land n lines through u.
Furthermore, the unique pointe U on L is not incident with the un ique line ~ U through u.
An HSP is called an HSP1 , HSP2 , HSP3, HSP4 or HSPS according as the HSP is
of type (1), (2), (3), (4) or (5).
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(R3) A parabolic semi-plane of order n is the complement in a projective plane P of order
n (n ~ 3) of a substructure C, with C a non empty closed subset of P which is not a Baer
subset B.
We know that a closed subset C of P which is not a Baer subset B (i.e, a closed subset
B ,eP of P such that every element of P is incident with an element of B) is one of the
following substructures of P:
(1) a non-incident point-line (c, L), r lines through c and the r intersection points with L,
O:;;;;r:;;;;n,
(2) t + 1 concurrent lines, their common point c and s points distinct from c on one of these
lines with st = 0 or stll {-s, -t, n 2},
(3) a subplane that is not a Baer subplane, i.e. whose order n - m satisfies (n - m) x
(n -m + l):;;;;n.
A PSP is called a PSP1, PSP2 or PSP3 according as the deleted closed subset C of
the projective plane P is of type (1), (2) or (3).
If P is a projective plane of order n, then P is an elliptic semi-plane of order n. If B
is a Baer subset of the projective plane P of order n + 1, then P\B is an elliptic semi-plane
of order n.
A semi-plane of order n is called a Dembowski elliptic semi-plane (DESP) of order n,
iff it is a projective plane of order n or if it is obtained from a projective plane of order
n + 1 by deleting a Baer subset of it.
We know that a Baer subset B of a projective plane of order n is one of the following
substructures:
(1) an incident point-line pair (x, L), the n + 1 lines through x and the n + 1 points on L,
(2) a non-incident point-line pair (x, L), the n + 1 lines through x and the n + 1 points on L,
(3) the n +n 1/2 + 1 lines and the n +n 1/2 + 1 points of a (Baer) subplane of order n 1/2.
A Dembowski elliptic semi-plane of order n -1 is called a DESP1, DESP2 or DESP3
according as the deleted Baer subset of the projective plane of order n is of type (1),
(2) or (3). A projective plane of order n is called a DESP4.
A Dembowski semi-plane is a parabolic or hyperbolic semi-plane or a Dembowski
elliptic semi-plane.
2. Suppose that K = (P,B, I) is an incidence structure with P and B disjoint sets and
I <P'x B an incidence relation. Assume that B =B1 uB2 with B 1 and B 2 disjoint sets.
The elements of P are called points, and the elements of B 1 (resp. B 2 ) are called lines
(resp. circles). Two points x, yare called collinear iff x and yare incident with at least
one line of K.
If p is a point of K, then the incidence structure K p = (Pp,B p, Ip), with Pp = P\{x E P: x
is collinear with p}, B p=(Bdpu(B2)p, (B 1)p={LEB1:Lfp}, (B 2)p={KEB2:pIK},
and Ip=I n iP; xBp) is called the residual space (RS) of Kin p with respect to B 1•
The residual space (RS) of K in a point Xi (where i is an integer) will be denoted by
x;
3. We define a finite semi Laguerre plane, as an incidence structure I = (P, B 1 u B 2, I),
withP the point setoff, B 1 (resp. B 2 ) the line set (resp. circle set) off and I c P x (B 1 uB2 )
the incidence relation satisfying the following:
(a) Each point of I is incident with one line of f.
(b) Each line of I and each circle of J are incident with at most one common point of f.
(c) Each circle of J is incident with at least 4 points of I, and B 2 ,e0.
(d) Each residual space of J is a Dembowski semi-plane.
Mostly, we shall identify a line (resp. circle) with the set of all points incident with it.
The number of points incident with a circle (resp. line) will be called the degree of the
circle (resp. line). If x and yare 2 non-collinear points, then [x, y] denotes the number
of circles through x and y.
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Obviously, a Laguerre plane of order n [2] is a semi Laguerre plane for which every
RS is an affine plane of order n (i.e. a PSP2 of order n with s = n, t = 0).
Further, a special Laguerre plane of order n [3,4] is a semi Laguerre plane, for which
every RS is a projective plane of order n (n even) minus 1 point (i.e. a PSP2 of order
n with s = 0, t = -1). A special Laguerre plane is not a particular type of a Laguerre plane.
We shall prove in section 2 the following classification theorem:
THEOREM. The incidence structure I is a semi Laguerre plane iff there is either a
Laguerre plane L 1 of order n "'" 3 or a special Laguerre plane L z of order n "'" 4 together
with a substructure U I of L. (resp. Uz of L z) such that] is the complement of U 1 (resp.
U z) in L 1 (resp. L z) and one of the following holds:
(1) U 1 (resp. U 2 ) = 0,
(2) n "'" 4, U 1 (resp. Uz) is a point together with the n 2 circles through it,
(3) U 1 (resp. U 2 ) is a set off blocks Li, . . . , L, for which ILj nLjl ~ 1 (resp. L, rsL, = 0),
l~f~nz (resp. l~f~n).
2. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM
THEOREM 1. If I is a semi Laguerre plane, then every RS of I is a HSP1, a HSP4,
a DESP1, a PSP1 with r =°or a PSP2 of order n with s = n > t "'"°or s =°and t = -1.
PROOF. By axiom (a) of the semi Laguerre planes, the lines of B 1 which are not
incident with a point x constitute a partition in the RS of I in x. So the theorem follows
by results 2 and 3 and the definition of Dembowski semi-planes.
DEFINITIONS. The ideal point of a RS J, of a semi Laguerre plane I, which is the
parallel class of the lines of B 1 is called the standard point of I, and will be denoted
by t;
The PSP2 of order n with s = 0, t = -1 will be called a punctured projective plane of
order n.
REMARKS. The standard point of I in a HSP1 of order n (resp. PSP1 of order n
with r =°or a punctured projective plane of order n) is the unique ideal point of the
HSP 1 (resp. PSP1 or punctured projective plane of order n). So, if I has at least one
HSP1 of order n as RS, then IB 11 = n +2 and I has at least n lines (resp. 1 line) of
degree n (resp. n -1). If I has at least one PSP1 of order n with r = °(resp. punctured
projective plane of order n) as RS, then IB 11 = n +2 and I has at least n + 1 lines of
degree n,
The standard point of I in a HSP4 of order n is the unique ideal point of the HSP4
of order n which is incident with n -1 (resp. 1) lines (resp. line) of degree n (resp. n -1).
If I has at least one PSP2 of order n, s = n > t "'" 0, (resp. DESP1 of order n) as RS
then IB11 = n + 1 (resp. n +2) and I has at least n (resp. n + 1) lines of degree n (resp. n + 1).
THEOREM 2. The semi Laguerre plane I has at least one HSP1 of order n as RS iff
I is obtained from a special Laguerre plane of order n by deleting a point u and the n 2
circles which are incident with u, (n "'" 4).
PROOF. If I is obtained from a special Laguerre plane of order n as described above,
then] has (n + l)n (resp. n -1) RSs which are HSPls of order n (resp. punctured
projective planes of order n ).
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Conversely, assume that J has at least one RS which is a HSP1 of order n (say Js).
Let K 2 , ••• ,Kn + l (resp. K n + 2 ) denote the lines (resp. line) of degree n (resp. n -1) of
J which are not incident with Xl. Assume now that x.IK; i = 1, ... , n +2. Clearly, J 2
is a HSP1 of order n and so IKll = n. Thus, every RS of J in a point x, which is collinear
with X;, i = 1, ... , n + 1, is a HSP1 of order n. Obviously, I n +2 is a punctured projective
plane of order n or a PSP1 of order n with r = O. So, every point of K n +2 is incident
with at most n 2 circles of degree n + 2. Every point of K, is incident with n (n -1) circles
of degree n + 2. This implies that every point of K n + 2 is incident with at least n 2 circles
of degree n + 2. Thus, every RS of J in a point of K n + 2 is a punctured projective plane
of order n,
If X and yare 2 non-collinear points of J, then [x, y] E {n, n -1}. If [x, y] = n -1 then
J; and J; are both HSP1s of order n. Conversely, if x and yare 2 non-collinear points
which are not incident with K n + 2 , then [x, y] = n -1. Let S denote the set {{x, y}E p 2 :
[x,y]=n-1}. Clearly, 2jSj=(n+1)n3. We define the following relation - in S:
V{XI, X2}, {X3' X4} E S: {XI> X2} - {X3' X4} iff {XI> X2} ={X3' X4} or J has no circle containing
at least 3 different points of {XI, X2, X3, X4}' Assume that {Xl> X2} E S and let E denote the
ideal line of J I through Xl> together with the point Xl> then lEI = n + 1. Clearly, if
{X3' X4} - {x., X2}, then {X3' X4} c E. Conversely, if {X3' X4} c E, then {X3' X4} E Sand
{X3' X4} - {Xl' X2}, for X4 must be on an ideal line of J3. Thus the set E* of the nin + 1)/2
pairs contained in E is the set of pairs {Xi' xJ of S for which {Xi, Xj} - {x., X2}; moreover,
for each X E E, the set E\{x} is an ideal line in Jx • Denote by El> ••• , E, the sets defined
by the previous method for all pairs of S. Every E j , j = 1, ... , i has exactly one point in
common with K l, ... , Kn+l> otherwise every point of K, is incident with n sets of
El>' .. ,E;, thus i = n 2 • Any two sets E j , E; have at most one point in common, for in a
RS of J ideal lines are pairwise disjoint. Thus the sets Ej, j = 1, ... ,n2 of all pairs
contained in E, are pairwise disjoint, as a consequence, - is an equivalence relation. By
definition of the transitive relation - an Ej intersects a circle in at most two points.
Moreover, any three pairwise non-collinear points Xl> X2, X3 that are not on a common
circle are contained in some Ej, indeed X2 and X3 are on a same ideal line of JI .
Let r' denote the incidence structure obtained from J by adjoining X(n+2)n (as new
point) to the point set of J, and EI, ,En 2 (as new circles) to the circle set of J such
that X(n+2)n is incident with K n+2, El, ,En2 and every set Ei; i = 1, ... , n 2 is incident
with its n + 1 points of J and X(n+2)n'
Clearly, every three pairwise non-collinear points of J are incident with exactly one
circle of r', otherwise X(n+2)n and every two non-collinear points which are not incident
with K n +2 , are incident with exactly one circle Ej> j E {1, ... , n 2}. Every line. and every
circle of r' are incident with exactly one common point. Every RS of i', J:, i ¥- (n + 2)n
is a punctured projective plane of order n. Consider now the RS n..«. let JZn +2)n
denote the incidence structure obtained from n..« by adjoining one point it (as new
point) to the point set of Jln+2)n such that fl is incident with the n + 1 lines K 1, ••• ,Kn+l .
Then JZn+2)n is a 2 - (n 2+ n + 1, n + 1, 1) design. Thus Jln+2)n is a punctured projective
plane of order n. This implies that r' is a special Laguerre plane of order n and so the
theorem is proved.
THEOREM 3. The semi Laguerre plane J has at least one punctured projective plane
of order n and no HSP 1 as RS iff J is a special Laguerre plane of order n minus f pairwise
disjoint blocks O~f~n -1, n ~4.
PROOF. If J is obtained from a special Laguerre plane by deleting f disjoint blocks
O~f~n-1, then J is a semi Laguerre plane with f(n+2) Crespo (n+2)(n-f)] RSs
which are PSP1s with r =0 (resp. punctured projective planes) of order n.
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Conversely, assume that J is a semi Laguerre plane with at least one punctured
projective plane of order n and no HSP1 as RS (say Js). Let K 2 , • • • , K n + 2 denote the
n + 1 lines of degree n which are not incident with XI. Assume now that x.IK; i =
1, . . . , n +2. Then J2 is a punctured projective plane or a PSP1 with r = 0 of order n,
Thus in both cases we have IKII= n. So, every RS of J is a punctured projective plane
or a PSP1 with r = 0 of order n. Let d denote the number of RSs which are PSP1s of
order n. Clearly O:c;;; d < (n + 2)n . If d = 0, then J is a special Laguerre plane of order n.
So assume now that d > 0.1f X and y are 2 non-collinear points of J, then [x, y] E {n, n -1}.
If [x, y] = n -1, then J, and Jy are both PSP1s of order n with r = O. Let S denote the
set {{x, y}E p 2 : [x, y] = n -1}. Clearly, 21s1 =d (n + 1). The relation - defined in the proof
of Theorem 2 is here also an equivalence relation in S. The sets E, defined as in the
proof of Theorem 2 are sets of degree n + 2. The set of all pairs contained in a set E, is
an equivalence class of r« , This implies that the relation - has d/ (n + 2) equivalence
classes. The incidence structure r' obtained from J by adjoining El, . . . , E d / (n +2 ) (as
new circles) to the circle set of J is a special Laguerre plane of order n. Since n + 21d
and d < (n + 2)n, we have d:c;;; (n + 2)(n -1). This implies that J is obtained from a special
Laguerre plane of order n by deleting f disjoint blocks with f:C;;; n -1.
THEOREM 4. The semi Laguerre plane J has at least one HSP4 of order n as RS iff
J is obtained from a Laguerre plane of order n by deleting a point u and the n 2 circles
through u, n ;;. 4.
PROOF. If J is obtained from a Laguerre plane of order n by deleting a point u and
the n 2 circles through u, then J is a semi Laguerre plane for which n 2 RSs are HSP4s
of order nand n -1 RSs are affine planes of order n,
Conversely, assume that J is a semi Laguerre plane which has at least one HSP4 of
order n as RS (say Jd. Let K 2 , • •• .K; (resp. K n + I ) denote the lines (resp. line) of J of
degree n (resp. n -1). Assume that x.IK; i = 1, ... ,n + 1. The RS J2 has a standard
point which is incident with n lines, at least n - 2 (resp. 1) of these lines have degree n
(resp. n -1). Thus, J2 is a HSP4 of order nand IKti = n. This implies that I n + 1 is an
PSP2 of order n, s = n > t;;. 0 or an DESP1 of order n -1. We prove now that I n + 1 is
an affine plane of order n by proving that X n + l is incident with n 2 circles of degree n + 1.
Therefore we show that J has n 2(n - 1) circles which intersect K n + 1 in exactly one point.
Every point of K I is incident with n (n -1) circles of degree n + 1. These circles all meet
K n + l • Thus J has n 2(n - 1) circles of degree n + 1 which intersect K n + l • This implies that
every RS of J in a point of K n + 1 has n 2 lines of degree n which are not incident with
the standard point. Thus , every RS of J in a point of K n + 1 is an affine plane of order n.
If x and yare 2 non-collinear points of J, then [x, y] E {n, n -1}. Let S denote the set
{{x, Y}Ep2 : [x, y] = n -1}. If [x, y] =n -1, then J; and J, are both HSP4s of order n.
Conversely, if x and yare 2 non-collinear points and J, and J, are both HSP4s of order
n, then [x, y] = n -1. Thus 21s/= n2 . n . (n -1). We define the following relation - in S:
V{X I> X2}, {X3' X4} E S: {XI, X2} - {X 3' X4} iff {XI> X2} = {X3' X4} or J has no circle containing
at least 3 different points of {XI, X2: X3' X4}' Analogously as in the proof of Theorem 2,
one can prove that - is an equivalence relation. If {Xl> X2} E S and if E is the ideal line
of JI through X 2 , together with XI' then lEI = n. One can prove that the set of pairs
contained in E is the set of all pairs - equivalent to {XI, X2}' Thus J has n 2 sets EI> ' .. ,En 2 .
Let JI denote the incidence structure obtained from J by adjoining Xn (n+l ) (as a new
point) to the point set of J, and E\, ,En 2 (as new circles) to the circle set of J such
that X n (n+1) is incident with K n + \, E\, ,En 2 . Clearly every three pairwise non-collinear
points of J are incident with exactly one circle of JI. Otherwise, X (n +1)n and every two
non-collinear points of JI which are not incident with Kn + 1 are incident with exactly
one circle Ej, j E{1, ... , n 2}. Every line and every circle of JI have exactly one point in
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common. Since every RS of J1 in Xi, i =;t. nin + 1) is an affine plane of order n and J~(n+I)
is a 2 - (n 2, n, 1) design, J 1 is a Laguerrre plane of order n, n ~ 4, and the theorem follows.
THEOREM 5. The incidence structure J is a semi Laguerre plane with at least one PSP2
of order n, s = n > t ~ 0 and no HSP4 as RS iff J is obtained from a Laguerre plane of
order n, n ~3, by deletingfcircles M), ... ,Mffor which IMi nMjl =:0;;; 1 for all i,j = 1, ... , f,
1=:o;;;f=s;;n 2 - 1.
PROOF. Clearly, J is a semi Laguerre plane for which every RS is a PSP2 of order
n, s = n > t ~ 0 or a DESP1 of order n -l.
Conversely, assume that J is a semi Laguerre plane with at least one PSP2 of order
n, s =n > t ~ 0 (say Jd and no HSP4 as RS. Let K 2 , • •• ,Kn + 1 denote the n lines of
degree n which are not incident with Xl. Assume that x.IK; i = 1, ... , n + 1. Clearly,
J2 is a PSP2 of order n or a DESP1 of order n -1. Thus, in both cases we have IK11=n.
This implies that every RS of J is a PSP2 of order n or a DESP1 of order n -1. If X
and yare 2 non-collinear points, then [x, y] E {n, n -1}. Let S denote the set of pairs
{x, y}, for which [x, y] =n -1. One can define the following relation - in S: \f{x), X2} ,
{X3 , X4} E S: {x), x2} - {X3' X4} iff {x I. X2} = {x3, X4} or J has no circle containing at least 3
different points of {Xl. X2, X3, X4} ' Analogously as in the proof of Theorem 2 one can
prove that - is an equivalence relation. This equivalence relation can once more be used
to embed J in an incidence structure J1 which is a semi Laguerre plane with every RS
an affine plane of order n. So one can show that J is obtained from a Laguerre plane
of order n by deleting f circles, 0 =:0;;;f, such that any two of them have at most one point
in common. It is also clear that f =s;; (n -1 )n + n - 1 since J1 is a PSP2 of order n with
s =n >t.
THEOREM 6. The incidence structure J is a semi Laguerre plane with at least
one DESP1 of order n as RS and no PSP2 as RS iff J is obtained from a Laguerre
plane of order n + 1, n + 1~ 3 by deleting (n + 1)2 circles Li; i =1, ... , (n + 1)2 for which :
IL i nLj l =s;; 1.
PROOF. The described incidence structure is a semi Laguerre plane for which every
RS is a DESP1 of order n,
Assume now that J is a semi Laguerre plane with at least one DESP1 of order nand
no PSP2 as RS. One can easily show that every RS of J is a DESP1 of order n, If x
and yare 2 non-collinear points, then [x, y] = n. Let S denote the set of all pairs {x, y}
for which x and yare non-collinear, then 21s\ = (n +2)(n + 1)3. We define the relation - in
S as in the proof of Theorem 2. Once more, - is an equivalence relation and every
equivalence class has (n +2)(n + 1)/2 elements. Let E), .. . , E (n +1)2 denote the (n + 1)2
sets of degree n +2 associated with the (n + 1)2 equivalence classes. Quite analogously
as in the preceding theorems one can embed J in a Laguerre plane of order n + 1 by
adding the (n + 1)2 sets E; i =1, . .. , (n + 1)2of degree n +2.
THEOREM 7. The incidence structure J is a semi Laguerre plane with at least one PSP1
with order nand r = 0, and no PSP2 with s = 0 and t = -1 as RS iff J is obtained from
a special Laguerre plane of order n by deleting n pairwise disjoint sets L), ... ,Lno n ~ 4.
PROOF. The described incidence structure is a semi Laguerre plane for which every
RS is a PSP1 of order n with r = O.
Conversely, since J has no PSP2 with s =0 as RS, it follows easily that every RS of
J is a PSP1 of order n with r = O. If x and y are 2 non-collinear points of J then
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[x, y] E {n, n -I}. Let S denote the set of pairs {x, y} for which [x, y] = n -1. Clearly
21s1 = n (n +2)(n + 1). The relation - in S defined as before; has n equivalence classes.
Let E h ..• , En denote the n sets of degree n + 2 which are derived of the equivalence
classes in the usual way. Then it is easy to see that the incidence structure J 1 obtained
from J by adjoining the sets E h .•• , En (as new circles) to the circle set of B 2 is a special
Laguerre plane of order n.
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